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Ford, Carter win in N.H.
CONCORD. N.H. (AP) -President
Ford edged out Ronald Reagan in New
Hampshire's leadoff primary, and
Jimmy Carter strengthened his claim
to frontrunner status with a
comfortable triumph in the crowded
Democratic field.
With only a scattering of votes
remaining to be counted after a seesaw
race. Ford had 53,95° or 51 per cent
of the vote to Reagan's 52,652 or 49
percent.
Former Georgia Gov. Carter
defeated four major candidates on the
Democratic ballot.
Final returns were slow in coming
in, partly because officials in Keene.a
Ford stronghold, delayed release of
their totals until a more complete
picture of the city's voting was in.
"I FEEL what's happened tonight is
a victory," a tired Reagan told a
post-midnight news conference before
the final results were in. He claimed at
least a moral victory compared with
his stated pre-election goal of 40 per
cent of the vote.
But Ford supporters called claims of
moral victory "a lot of baloney" and
said "a victory is a victory."
Carter, who like Reagan waged a
campaign against the Washington
establishment, flashed a victory sign to
cheering supporters in a Manchester

Weather

With a good, strong Bowling Green wind behind him and a
mighty leap from the golf course hill, Dennis Vosburg of
Pemberville found a unique way to enjoy the recent wave of
pleasant weather by hang gliding. (Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

Mostly cloudy with a chance of
showers tomorrow. Highs in the
mid and upper 50s. Partial
clearing and cooler tonight, lows
in the mid 30s. Tomorrow, partly
cloudy, highs in the low and mid
50». Probability of precipitation
30 per cent today and 20 per cent
tonight.

hotel ballroom and declared he would
win the Democratic nomination on the
first ballot.
CARTER'S closest challenger was
Arizona Rep. Morris Udall. who like
Carter had campaigned here for more
than a year. Udall said his showing
vaulted him to the front of the liberal
pack.
The "beauty contest" presidential
preference
votes,
which
arc
nonbinding, attracted the spotlight in
the nation's first primary. But voters
also cast ballots for 17 Democratic and
21 Republican delegates to the
national party conventions.
In that category, despite the
closeness of the preference votes,
delegates pledged to Ford were leading
19-2. Delegates pledged to Carter held
13 scats and Udall had 4.
WITH 97 per cent of the anticipated
vote counted, the lineup was:
--Carter 22.806 or 30 per cent.
--Udall 18.309 or 24 per cent.
-Indiana Sen. Birch Bayh 12.374 or
16 per cent.
-Former Oklahoma Sen. Fred
Harris 8,691 or II percent.
--Sargent shirvcr. 1972 Democratic
vice-presidential nominee. 6.547 or 9
per cent.
--Minnesota
Sen.
Ilumhcri
Humphrey. MlO has said he will not
run for the nomination, 4.255 write-in
votes for 6 per cent.
--Wallace 1.019 write-in votes or I
per cent.
-Ellen
McConnack. ami-abortion
candidate. 98') votes or I per cent.
--Sen.
Edward
Kennedy
of
Massachusetts, who has said he will
not be a candidate or accept a draft.
219 write-in votes.
Reagan received 893 write-in votes
00 Democratic ballots and Ford 40.V
REAGAN SAID his showing in the

Academic Council yesterday passed
without
opposition
a
motion
approving the implementation of the
Continuing Education Unit (CEU) at
ihe University while continuing Us
discussion of academic standards and
qualifies.
The CEU. presented for approval by
acting director of the Office of
Continuing Education Dr. Annette
Johnson, is an academic unit designed
to record participation in non-credit
courses.
One hour of CEU credit would be
awarded for every 10 hours of
participation in a non-credit course or

conference held in conjunction with a
professional organization.
Current University procedure for
recording such participation involves
the awarding and filing of certificates
of completion with the Registrar's
Office.
The CEU proposal was approved by
council with the amendment that CEU
credit not be offered for courses where
potential conflict with academic credit
may arise. It was determined that
courses with similar content offered
for both academic and CEU credit are
not in competition where the intended
audiences are clearly different.
The CEU proposal already has been
endorsed by Faculty Senate.

Council discussed the prevalence of
"academic gamesmanship" at the
University in relation to grade status
appeals and the audit option when
they are used to improve grade-point
averages.
Dr. David Elsass. dean of Ihe
College of Education, presented a
report on the increase in the number
of grade appeals in his college. He said
Ihe appeals have changed in nature
from appeals for reinstatement to
appeals changing grade status and from
the grade option to the S/U option.
Dr. Elsass cited serveral examples of
students who appealed for changes in
grade status after the established
period for changing of thai status had
ended.

Ward two seeks easements
By Gail Harris
Staff Reporter
Ward two improvements are being
delayed until the city gains easements
from developer Douglas Valentine and
other residents of that area. Municipal
Administrator Wesley Hoffman said.
Hoffman stressed that the hold up
solely is not because Valentine has not
granted easements to the city to allow
the installment of storm sewage lines
through his Three Pines subdivision.
Four other ward two citizens have
yet to grant the city permission to
install sewers through their land, he
said.
"Hopefully, if all the easement
problems can be resolved soon, well
go to bids within 60 days," Hoffman

said. "The improvement project will
begin sometime this year."
The improvements include the
resurfacing of numbered streets
between Manville Avenue and South
College Drive and the installation of a
storm sewer system throughout the
ward. Councilman Wendell Jones said.
HE SAID the combined sanitary
and storm system that now exists will
be converted to a sanitary sewer.
The reason conflicts between
Valentine and the city have not been
resolved is because Valentine wants to
be exempted from a section of the city
code. City Attorney Patrick Crowley
said. He said the problem might be
resolved tomorrow when he meets
with Valentine.

Inside the News.
Superstar
contestant
Dawn
Woelke, freshman (Ed.), gets ready
to toss the shot in one of ten events
that took place throughout last
week. Story and photos on page 5.
Flu victims are filling the Health
Center, causing visiting hours to be
suspended temporarily. Story and
photo on page 3.
Forty
University
women
attended the Virginia Slims tennis
tournament held last Sunday at
Detroit's Cobo Hall. Read Mindy
Milligan's story on page 7.

Crowley explained that site plans,
which provide pertinent information
about buildings and landscaping on
development property
must be
presented by developers to the city
planning commission and council for
approval.

with a strong showing in Manchester,
where the Union Leader, the state's
largest newspaper, had strongly backed
ihe former California governor.
Then it was Ford ahead, then
Reagan, and Ford again as returns
slowly began to come in from Keene
in the far southwestern part of the
state. The President had visited Keene,
and his supporters expected a strong
showing there.
It was clear early that Ford had
fallen far short of a margin normally
held by an incumbent president,
though his case is unique in that he
was not elecled. Reagan strategists had
kept their predictions low, "something
over 40 per cent," while Ford himself
had predicted outright victory for his
campaign in New Hampshire.

Affirmative Action
disputes selection
By Mary Higgins
Staff Reporter

Affirmative
Action
Advisory
Council yesterday
decided in a
closed meeting to recommend to
University Provosl Kenneth Rothe
thai Ihe School of Journalism's
director search he renewed.
In its
opinion . tin- principle* ol equal
Opportunity hiring were not practiced
in the candidate selection, according
lo Dr. Charles Means, vice-provost of
academic services and chairman of the
council.
Prior lo the council decision, an
open advisory council meeting was
held lo review Ihe history of Ihe
director search committee.
The tenured journalism faculty
members and sludenl rcprescnlalives
from the rUrectoi search committee
had met Tuesday and decided lo
endorse lo Ihe dean of ihe College of
Business Administration Dr. John
Buyer; acting 'director of the School of
Journalism, for
Ihe
permanent
"We lengthened the lime for
directorship
from
among
four
students to make these decisions and
applicants.
This
procedure
is
apparently it still isn't enough," Elsass consitteni with the requirement! lor
said.
chairman selection prescribed by the
He said Ihere is no definition ol the' Faculty Charier, according lo Dr. Karl
audit option at the Universily. and
Vogi. dean of the College of Business
that
no
regulations
regarding Administ ration.
requirements for audit exist. Students
In October, a I'l-member director
may switch lo the audit option al any
search screening committee was
time during the quarter, unlike the formed, including tenured members of
S/U or withdrawal options.
the School of Journalism, three
"We see the audil being used lo
loiirnalism Undents, members of Ihe
circumvent gelling an F in a course,"
University community and outside
Dr. Elsass said.
media rcprescnlalives. The committee
was chaired by William Day, assistant
He said a student also can sign up
to the publishers of Ihe Toledo Blade.
for an audil option and have it appear
THE COMMITTEE began action
on his transcrip' without ever
for Ihe adverlisemenl
of the
attending a class.
directorship position by notifying
Council also discussed possible
aboul 170 schools. The cut-off date
abuses of the S/U option, particularly
for accepting applications was Jan. I.
the changing of options in order lo
Al that time. Acting Director Boyer
improve cumulative grade point
was nol aware lhal he would be
averages.
nominated as one of (he candidates,
Council discussed culling the time
Dr. Vogt said.
allowed for students to change grade
About 44 persons applied to the
op11ons However, no action was
School of Journalism for the position
taken, as
Faculty Senate has
and on Jan. 12 the screening
jurisdiction in this area. •
commiltee gathered lo review Ihe

Continuing Ed Unit approved
By Pat Thomas
Copy Editor

Republican primary "far exceeds our
expectations." He reiterated that he
originally had expected to get only
about 40 per cent against an
incumbent president.
The candidates still face 30 more
primaries before the nominating
conventions, and Reagan said of New
Hampshire:
"One primary does not a summer
make."
Among eight minor Democratic
candidates, only McCormack. of
Bellmore, N.Y., showed in the ranking,
with I percent.
As had been the case for most of
the campaign, the Reagan-Ford
matchup grabbed most of the
attention election night.
Reagan jumped into an early lead

applications and narrow down the
number. Dr. Boyer was present al Ihe
session on Jan. 12 and was an
applicant, according to Dr. Vogt.
Dr. Boyer last niglil said he was not
present for the search commiltee
meeting on Jan. 12. "1 went to the
luncheon in the Pheasant Room, and
then I returned lo my office."
James Gordon, associate professor
Of journalism and secretary to the
search committee, said he invited
committee
members
to review
applications the morning of Jan. 12.
The committee's meeting took place
following a luncheon in ihe Pheasant
Room, Union, he said.
THE LIST of 44 applicants was cut
lo six by the end of this meeting and
Dr. Boyer was chosen as one of the
six. Dr. Vogt said.
Die Affirmative Action Advisory
Council's contention was that Dr.
Boyer was present al the Jan. 12
session and he had an unfair advantage
over the oilier applicants. Myron
Chenaull. coordinator of human
resources and council member said.
Following the Jan. I 2 meetings. Dr.
Vogt said he received Ihe resumes of
the six candidates, but got no further
information either on the candidates
or Ihe plans of the commiltee.
Also following the Jan. 12 meeting,
Committee chairman Day disbanded
Ihe 19-member committee. Dr. Vogt
said.
AFTER RECEIVING the bio-data
sheets. Dr. Vogi said he asked the
commiltee for more information on
the candidates, including academic
transcripts and three letters of
recommendation.
On the basis of (he informalion on
the bio-dala sheets. Dr. Vogt said he
did not want to endorse two of ihe six
candidates for an Invitation lo Ihe
University for an interview. This did
nol preclude the opportunity for
cither of the two candidates to submit
further information, nor was it a
rejection of their candidacy, Dr. Vogt
said
'
*to page four

Site plans must be presented for
three-acre parcels of land. Valentine
wants to present site plans for smaller
parcels, he said.
Crowley said he thinks Valentine is
making the request because of
economic reasons and because he does
not have enough customers who want
to build on his property, which covers
more than five acres in ward two.
THE RESIDENTS who have not
granted easements through their
property have filed complaints that
their land will decrease in value when
sewer lines are installed, Crowley said.
By law, the contractor is obligated
to return property to its original
condition after improvement work is
finished, Crowley said, adding that
contractors have liability insurance to
cover any damages that might occur.
John Meekus, city consulting
engineer, said the minor easement
problems are fairly routine, adding
that the city will have no difficulty
settling with the residents.
When the Valentine matter is
resolved, the city will start to accept
bids for the improvement project,
Hoffman said. This takes three tc "bur
weeks, he said, after which bids are
evaluated by the city engineer and a
contract is awarded. Then the
improvement project will begin, he
said.

—, , _
dUUk!

In addition lo storm sewer line installation in the Three Pines subdivision, ward two
residents will benefit from smoother streets if the city is able to gain the easements
necessary for improvements. (Newsphoto by Rob Yeager)
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nixon a celebrity again
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loss of evaluation is
blow to student voice
The students lost another chance to make their opinions heard
recently when the faculty of the College of Business Administration
voted to abolish the use of traditional course evaluation forms.
The faculty of the college, though, hardly can be blamed for the
action.
Students more often than not have made a joke of evaluating their
professors and classes when the college or teachers asked for their
input to help improve future class structure, teacher pay schedules or
overall course effectiveness.
In a day and age when it seems like everyone is out to get the
student anyway, it is unfortunate that the students at this University
saw fit to hang themselves by causing the elimination of a potentially
effective form of input.
Although the faculty members said they did away with the
evaluation system because it was unnecessary and outdated, the
current system probably would have been retained if student interest
in the surveys was evident.
So when the business administration students begin complaining
that they have no say in academics, they can blame no one but
themselves.
Maybe this wUI serve as a lesson for students in the other colleges
in the University^-eTthcr responsibly use the power given you by the
faculty and administration or it will be taken away.

WASHINGTON-Let's make one
Ihing perfectly clear. President Ford
must be the only person in the world
who believes Riehard Nixon is making
his trip to China as an ordinary private
citizen.
China's rulers do not think so.
Nixon doesn't think so. Nor docs the
American press that will be following
the Nixons everywhere, televising
every rice wine toast and quoting
Nixon's thoughts of Mao.
Indeed, not even Mr. Ford's top
White House advisers agree with the
president. But they were stonewalled
in the Oval Office.
Mr. Ford
had
occasion to
reflect
on all this
Tuesday night
when the TV networks intersperse
their coverage of the crucial
Ford-Reagan election returns from
New Hampshire with foolage of
citizen Nixon's happy days in China.
With any luck at all. New
Hampshire voters won't punish Mr.
Ford for granting the pardon that
Nixon is using as his visa for a return
to the public spotlight.
That, at least, is the hope of While
House counselors Jack Marsh. Rogers
C. B. Morton, Staff Chief Richard
Cheney, and Brent Scowcroft, the

J.F. lerHont

presidenl's asistanl for national
security affairs.
They tried but failed to gel Mr.
Ford to see the Nixon junket for what
it iN--.m embarrassment for his election
campaign and a mischievous meddling
wilh America's foreign policy.
Morton, as Mr. Ford's new political
adviser, sensed trouble the moment
the news of the Nixon visit was
announced in San Clemeote and
Peking on February 6. Scowcroft and
Cheney were equally troubled when
they conveyed the news lo Mr. Ford,
following a cursory White House call
by the Chinese liaison chief in
Washington, Han Hsu.

They asked that he request Nixon
to postpone the trip, particularly since
the Chinese had followed their
invitation with the startling revelation
lhal Hua Kuo-feng had been named
acting premier.
Mr. Ford declined, hoping that
Nixon would himself recognize the
heightened
sensitivity
of
Chinese-American
relations
and
gracefully bow out.
When lhal didn't, occur, Ford
staffers urged ihe president to make
his displeasure known to the Chinese
government. Once again. Mr. Ford
declined. To do dial, they were told,
would be misinterpreled by the
Chinese.
After all. hadn't they already
displayed a lack of understanding of
Washington-Peking relationships by
the way they had handled the
long-slanding Nixon invitation''

The presidenl was troubled too.
Indeed, he was angry. Just a few days
earlier. Secretary of Slate Kissinger
had paid a courtesy call on Nixon al
San Clemenle. Nixon deliberately huH
kept the news from him.

Surely their grasp of American
public life was not so faulty as to lead
ihe Chinese inlo believing that Nixon
could be "rehabilitated" as a future
American policy maker. It would be
up to the Chinese lo postpone Nixon's
trip. If Ihey persisted in having il now.
Ihey would have to live with the
resentments thai might result.

The whole scheme reeked of a
secret deal bclween Mao Tse-tung and
Richard Nixon, carefully kepi from
Ihc president until it will he loo laic lo
intervene without making a public
scene.
Even so. Morion and ihe others
urged Mr. Ford lo do jusl that.

By lasl week, however, il was
obvious around ihe While House lhal
Ihe Nixon trip was nol going to
subside into the kind of "private visit
by an American citizen" lhal Mr. Ford
chose to say il was.
The Chinese governmenl, by
invitation and by media enterprise.

authorized the Associated Press,
United Press International, all three
TV networks, and selected American'
and foreign newspapers, lo send
correspondent and camera crews into
China to cover the Nixon afari. This
was in inscrutable departure from past
Peking policy, but heartily welcomed
by the news media--and. to no one's
surprise, by citizen Nixon.
Meanwhile, the whole affair was
splashing slush on Mr. Ford in New
Hampshire.
Ford
boosters like
California Representative Paul (Pete)'
McCloskey,
Commerce
Secretary
Elliot Richardson and Morton, were
beseiged by voter questions and
reminders that it was Mr. Ford's
pardon of Nixon that was at the root'
of it all.
,
The Nixon trip to China. Mr. Ford
was told, was jusl as arrogant and
interventionist as the late Robert
Kennedy's visit to Paris to talk to
Vielcong emissaries during Lyndon
Johnson's presidency.
Bui Mr. Ford remained adamant. He
would not intervene.
»
One final effort was made-not to
scrub the Irip but at leasi lo reduce its
embarrassment potential for the U.S.
governmenl. Ever since Mao's Red
Army took over the mainland fiom
Chiang Kai-shek's Nationalists in 1948.
American citizens have filed claims
totalling more than $200 million in
property seized by ihe People's'
Republic.

low tar war
By Nicholas von Hoffman

If you are a community leader, you
should have already gotten a letter
from William Hobbs' computer. Mi.
Hobbs is the chairman of,the board of
Ihe R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
of Winston-Salem, N.C.. and he's been
sending people his robot-written notes
lo tell them about his new cigarette
called Now.
"We are proud of this technological
achievement, and I thought you. as a
leader in your community, would
want to know about it." Mr. Hobbs

V

SEE7 HE'S REALLYQUIinAME...'

Lerrers
supports.362

Currently before the Ohio
General Assembly is Substitute Senate
BUI 362. This bill will correct the
unintentional pay cut which the
teachers at (he Ohio State School for
the Blind received as the result of the
enactment of Amended Substitute
House Bill ISS.
In order for these two slate schools
to successfully compete for quality
teachers to work with the state's
identified handicapped this bill must
be supported.
By adding your voice in support of
this legislation, you will be helping to
provide those incenlives necessary to
financially
compensate
those
educators who are striving so hard to
help identified youths wilh special
needs to become productive citizens in
our state.
Please
contact
your
slate
representative and state senatoi and
ask them to support Sub. SB 362. In
Bowling you can contact these people:
Representative Charles Kurfess. 329 N.
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tourist loss
not a concern
The picture of an elderly man
sitting amongst a pile of rubble does
not indicate that he is concerned
aboul tourist trade (BG News
2/12/76). He obviously has losl much
more than any number of tourists
could possibly contribute to the city
of Gualemala. Perhaps Ihe ruins on
which he was silting was what
remained of his house. Perhaps under
ihc ruins were buried his wile and
grandchildren. Thousands of people
lost their lives, thousands of people
were injured, and yet what news do
wc, the general public, receive
concerning
the
conditions
in
Guatemala-how the tourisi trade has
been hurt. To hell with the tourist
trade fix now.
The estimated $85 million earned
from this souice probably does
nothing to help the people (here,
huecause rich United States capitalist
take the money and run. Very little, if
any. is shared with the people who are
Ihe true ancestors of Ihese "tourist
allractions."
Now at a time when thousands of
people are homeless, suffering from
injuries, and are without food and
water, we are told that the tourist
trade will pick-up in a couple of
months. This tells us where the
govemmenl's priorities are.
However, perhaps if the government
was given a free hand the more
important matters could be laken care
of. But seeing that tourist trade is
Guatemala's second largest source of
revenue ihey have lo get this area back
in shape so business will pick-up. And
who
runs
the
businesses-Ihe
Americans. And who benefits the
most-lhe
Americans.
And
if
Guatemala wants the American
businessmen to say, who must they
satisfy first-the Americans.
The American businessmen helped
make Guatemala an attraction to
tourist:. But lo help is one thing, to

exploit is mother. The people in
Guatemala have contributed their
share in making American businessmen
healthy and rich. How aboul some of
these businesses doing more than just
repairing their own establishments and
Uxiking out for their own interests.
lnMo.nl of using the newspaper
media lo inform us Uiat wc can still
visit the historical Maya works of art
why not inform us on the progress
being made in healing the sick and
injured or on how wc can help save a
few more lives. Let's give those people
who are still alive a chance to survive,
Joseph Velasquez
11 5 North Enterprise

underestimate
It is most likely, the students of the
University
don't
realize
the
importance
of
the
"Bullet"
controversy. I am refeiring to Ihc
University's
Police
Depanment
warning to change it's bullet style
from the 158-graln lead cast round
nose to the llO-grain jacketed hollow
point.
Being a hand gun owner, bullet
reloader and a former member of a
police pistol club, I know the
damaging effects that the jacketed
bullet has over ihe IS8-grain cast but I
also know the risks a police officer
takes whether it be on a college
campus or in a large city. If the
officers life is threatened his
immediate responce should be to
protect himself using his side ami if
necessary.
THE POINT of whether or not he
will need to use his gun in a gven
location (college campus as the
example) is not the point as I see it.
The point is, the protection of the
officer and citizens he serves when the
occasion arises, and do it the best and
fastest way he knows how. The point
of safeness regarding the jacketed
bullet and the suffering it causes to its
recipient should not mislead the
reader. The 110-grain does provide a
less chance of ricochet and at the same
time more slopping power by inducing
more bodily damage.
1 cannot feel sorry for the fool who
tries to out-match a police officers
marksmanship. The jacketed bullet
would pjve the officer an extra
guarantee that when he hits his

attacker
once
he
has
done
considerably more damage, and
reduces the chance of the attacker lo
fire back than if he had used Ihc
158-grain cast (the difference is the
"mushrooming
affect'
of
110

Jacketed).
The final point I would like lo stress
in favor of "bullet" controversy is that
when the ami side says lhal the
Innocent bystander will be in more
danger if ihc new bullet is allowed.
Ihey fail to realize that if a police
officer cannot handle his side ami
properly (safely) he is not allowed to
carry one. Also, die officer is required
lo pass a marksman (actual shooling)
test every so often. So. if Ihe officei
cannot shoot and hit what he is aiming
at, he isn't a police officer.
,David Clarke
222 Bromfield

news wrong
So, the almighty, omniscient BG
News has now become the voice of
fiscal responsibility for the students,
staff and faculty of Bowling Green
Slate University. In light of this
selfless, civic-minded task the News'
editorial board has taken upon itself
(i.e. watchdogging the general fee
requests by campus organizations), it
would seem that there is no longer any
need for the ACGFA.
As the editorial board has so
righteously pointed out in the
Tuesday, Feb. 17 words of wisdom on
page Iwo, there is a flock of predators
hovering over the economically
emaciated body of the University, just
wailing for a chance to pick its
financial bones clean.
How dare the University Union
request an increase in general fee
money! The nerve of the Graduate
Sludent Senate to apply for additional
funding! The gall, the audacity of the
cheerieaders,
the
Third
World
Graduate Association and the Human
Rights Alliance to even consider, lei
alone request, general fee monies!
HOW fortunate we are to have The
BG News to inform us as to who
should or should not receive funding.
It is not every day we have a group
of individuals who are clever enough
to overlook the fact that last year the
News had a $20,000 surplus and
expects another $20,000 surplus this

writes. Il might seem that Mr. Hobbs
has rather low standards for hailing
technological achievements and a
peculiai idea of what community
leaders are interested in knowing
aboul.
Actually, it can be said that Mr.
Hobbs probably doesn't give a fig
aboul community leadership, and lhal
his letter is part of an expensive,
arcane and wasteful advertising and
merchandising war.
AS WITH ALL wars, the tactics can
be a mile difficult to follow, but it

year (nol to menlion the small detail
lhal the News has requested $71,000
for ncxl year, even though half thai
amount would be quite adequate for
operating at present capacity), while at
the same lime preaching fiscal restraint
lo all campus groups.
Everyone of us should count our
blessings that we have the BG Noise
Editorial Bored looking out for our
interests.
I can think of no finer service this
group can provide, wilh ihe exception
of revising ils own general lee request
to one per cent of the original request.
Not only would BGSU profit, but il
would also serve to benefit the field of
journalism as a whole.
Robert Dickinson
Human Rights Alliance
603 Pearl St.

unfair abortion
condemnation
The
letter
unconditionally
condemning abortion by Bill Esterly
(Feb. 6) advocates sacrificing living,
separate, independent human beings to
undeveloped lumps of cells growing in
their own bodies.
I would also like (o point out that
the greatest victims of anti-abortion
laws are not prostitutes, but innocent
persons whose lives are to be disrupted
in the name of the alleged "rights" of.
of all things, the unborn!
Elizabeth Alston
1049 Lyn Road

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters lo
ihe editor and opinion columns Letters
may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300
words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed
pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel
and proper taste.
Letters and columns must include the
author's name, address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the
Editor, co The BG News. 106
University fall.

begins several months ago when
Madison Avenue was rocked to its
foundations lo learn lhal Philip Morris
was going lo bring out a cigaietle
called Merit. Merit is supposed to
conlain " milligrams of tar and .7
milligrams of nicotine per coffin nail.
This was considered as invasion of
Ihe semi-low lar and low mcoline field
dominated by Reynolds, which puts
out Vantage. Doral. Winston Lights
and Salem Lights.
Formidable as lhal lineup may
appear, cigarette marketing strategists
fell thai Philip Morris had to mike a
move. The low and intermediale-low
tar and nicotine field is already 10
percent of the market and expanding
at a 14 percent rate annually.
Philip Morris only had one cigarelle
in competition against Reynolds'
all-star low lar lineup, Marlboro
Lights, bul they're 12 milligrams tar,
.8 milligrams nicotine. Too much. For
those who aren't yet hep lo ihe metric
system, a milligram is .015 of a grain
or .002285 of an ounce, but that
.002285 difference between Marlboro
Liglils and a aggie like Merit can. with
the right advertising, translate into
millions of dollars worth of sales.
Whether there is any difference in the ■
smoker's health, or lack of it, has not
been established.
WITH MADISON Avenue now'
abuzz wilh predictions that $200
million will be spent this year by the '
various contestants in the low tar
milligram battle, the industry now has
two brands asserting they are the
'lowest." Mr. Hobbs is refusing to
retract his lowest claim, which he
made to so many of us community
leaders on the grounds that while
Carlton 70's may indeed be lowester
(cq), they have such scanty {
distribution in so few stores they don't V
exist for competitive purposes.
A
non-existent
ciggje
with
.00000000000 tar and nicotine ought
to win the lowestest (cq), but as
matters stand now the controversy is
to be settled by the high tribunal of
fluff and puff, the advertising
industry's feeble instrument of '
self-regulation,
the
National '
Advertising Division of the Council of
Better Business Bureaus. Isn't it an
awe (cq) and a thrill just to read their
august name?
More yet. There is a rumor that
Reynolds has another cigarette in the
6 to 9 milligram range called Tempo
ready to go, and that Philip Morris is '
preparing to burrow under the
Carlton-Now market with a brand
called Point.
As hundreds of millions of dollars
and the time, energy and talent of
thousands of people are committed to
this commercial epic, we are also going >
to be subjected to several propaganda
onslaughts celebrating the system
which causes it. Who knows, some
community leaders may read Mr.
Hobbs' letter and agree he and his
competitors have achieved new lows.
Copyright, 1976-The Washington
Post-King Features Syndicate
>.
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local briefs
Athletic budget

er's

It was repotted erroneously in the News Tuesday that
$582,035 of the Intercollegiate Athletic budget is
projected for grants-in-aid. The figure should be
$375,000.

Jazz group

RECORDS - TAPES

Tony Packo's Cakewalkin' Jass Band will perform at
9-12 tonight in the Falcon's Nest. Union, as part of
Mardi Gras. Beer will be sold and admission is free.

,

'*^r~i»,»

PER courses
Applications now are

PRESENTS

being accepted for student

representatives to the general
physical education
committee which helps plan physical education and
recreation (PERI 100 and 200 level courses. Apply at
the PER office. Women's Building.

Cancellation

Angelas Complete Catalog of Orchestral Recordings Regular Price: $6.98 per LP

Now on Sale: $4.99 per LP

The mathematics film program scheduled for 4 today
in 115 Education Bldg. has been canceled.

or 3 LPs for $14.00

Fir elands show
"Sing Out. Sweet Land." a musical by Walter Ken.
will be presented tonight through Sunday at the
Firelands Campus Theater in Huron. Tickets for the 8
p.m. show are $2.50 for adults Si for children and high
school students.

Folksong talk
Joseph Hickerson, folk song archivist for the Library
of Congress and writer of such folk songs as "Where
Have All The Flowers Gone." will lecture at 1:30 today
in the Commuter Center Lounge.
His talk is entitled 'Through the Folksong Revival
with Pun and Stamina A Desultory Discourse on the
Devolution of Folksong in Popular Culture." He will be
available for discussion after his talk.
Hickerson"s songs have been sung hy Peter. Paul and
Mary, Pete Seeger and other folk revivalists of the carK
1960s.
The public is invited to attend the lecture.

Piano recital
Internationally acclaimed pianist William Doppmann
will present a piano recital at 8 p.m. Thursday in the
Recital Hall. Musical Arts Bldg.
Doppmann has appeared with numerous orchestras
throughout the world and under such conductors as
Arthur Fiedler and Pierre Boulei.
The concert is free and open to the public.

IF ELECTED
I'LL PUT
TWO CARS
IN EVERY
GARAGE
AND A
DOMINO'S PIZZA
IN EVERY
KITCHEN!

ALBINOHI ADACIO
With works by Pachelbel. Bach.
Handel. Morjrt and Mendelssohn
Academy ot St Mjitm m the fields.
Mamnti com)
, s.1'044"
With works by Hoist. Prokotiev.
Rachmaninotl and RMtT london
Symphony Oichestra. Previri cond
; ! S 371b/
BACH: IRAHDEHIUAC CONCERTOS
Bath festival Chamber Orchestra.
Menuhm cow
Complete I? IPs) [ )SB 3/8'
IARTM COKflTO 10* ORCHESTRA
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra. Kara
lancond
. i S S /OSS
IEETHOVEN THE MINI STMPHOHIES
Philharmonia Orchestra, Klemperer
cond
Complete 18 IPs) i ; SH 3619
BIITHOVFN SYMPHOHT NO 1
"EroKa." Philharmofiu Orchestra.
Klemperer cond
; S .s'-SSJ
ItmtOVlN SYMPHONT NO. 3
With Overture "King Stephen " Phil
harmonta Orchestra Klemperer
cond
| S J5843BEETHOVEH SYMPHONY NO 7 Phil
harmonta Orchestra. Klemperer cond
| IS3S94S
■EETHOVEH SYMPHONY NO 9
"Choral" (wilh Igmont Incidental
Music' ludwrg, Hotter. Nrlsson. Ptnl
hjnrtoma Chorus & Orchestra Klemperer cond
l?lPs>! I SB 35//
BUI 107 HAAOIDINITAIV
Menuhm. Phrlhjrmonij Orchrstn.
Oa.is cond
■ i S •■
IERII02 SYMPHONIC lANI.STlu.UF
Orcheslre de Parts. Mtrnch cund
ISJ85I7
ilJETSHCHEDRIN 1HE CARMEN BUI
LET Bolshot Theatre Orchestra. Rorh
deslvensfcy cond
CompHrlCt :SRt006/-'
BORODIN SYMPHONY NO 2 (with In
The Steppes of Crnlral Asia. Polovt
shy March! JSJR Symphony. S»et
lane.cond
| ) SR 40056
I0YCE THE EISHT SYMPHONIES
Menuhm . eslrval Orchestra. Menuhm
cond
Complete: )S36i51
BRAHMS SYMPHONIES
COMPIETE
CYCIE PhilhjiinpnraOrtrlpstra Klrm
perer cond
No I
[J S35481
No 2 iwrth tragic Overture I
S35532
No 3 'with Aiademir festival Over
turel
]S 35S45
No 4
'] S 35546
■KITTEN: FOUR SEA INTERLUDES
"Pater Srimti" With PassacaRlra
Irom "Grimes" Sinlonia da Requiem
London Symphony Orchestra. Prevrn
cond
: IS 3/14;

SYMPHONY NO S "New
(with Smetana
"The
Berlin Philharmonic Kara
QS 35615
SYMPHONY IN 0 MINOR
de Paris. Karaian cond
()S36729'r
CERSMWIN AN AMERICAN IN PARIS
(with Piano Concerto in F, Rhapsody
in Blue) London Symphony. Previn,
pranrst I conductor. : ; SFCV36810''
GLINKA MUSIC (include: Kemarin
skaya. Dances trom "Ruslan and ludmil.i Iota jragonesa. 3 more) USSR
Symphony; Svetlanov cond.
□ SR 40081
CRIES PCM CYNT - SUITES NOS. 1
t 2. (With Norwegian Dances) Halle
Orchestra, Ba'birolli cond.
D S-36803

Vtl. 2; Capnccio lor Violin and Or
chestra. Emanationen lor Two String
Orchestras, Partita lor Harpsichord
and Orchestra Wilkomirska. Blumen
thai
[ IS 36950
PRAETORIUS: DANCES FROM "TERPSI
CHORE" (with Motets Irom "Muses ol
/•on") Early Music Consort ol Ion
don; Munrow cond.
a S 37091
PROKOFIEV: CINOEREUA - BAllET
Moscow Radio Symphony; Rorhdest
vensky cond.
Complete (2 IPs) a S«B 4102
Suite □ SR 40138'
PROKOFIEV: IT. KUE Suite Irom the
Film (with Shostakovich Symphony
No 6) london Symphony Orchestra
Previn cond
QS-37026
PROKOFIEV: ROMEO AND HHltl
BAllET
London Symphony Orchestra, Previn
cond Complete (3 IPs) n SC 380?
Suites G S 37020
PROKOFIEV: SYMPHONY NO 5. Ion
don Symphony Orchestra, Previn
cond
rj S 37100
RACHMANINOFF ISLE OF THE DEAD
(with Scnabin Poem ol Ecstasy) USSR
Symphony Orchestra. Svetlanov cond
QSR 40019
RACHMANINOFF PRINCE ROSTISLAV
Iwilh the Bock and Vocalise) USSR
Symphony Oichestra. Svetlanov cond.
□ SR 40252
RACHMANINOFF: SYMPHONIES COMPIETE CYCIE.
No. 1. London Symphony; Previn
cond
QS37I20
Ha. 2 london Symphony: Privin
cond
D S 36954' •
Na. 3. Moscow Radio Symphony,
Svetlanov cond
QSR 40117
RAVEl: ORCHESTRAl. WORKS. Orches
Ire de Parrs, Martrnon cond.
Val 1: Bolrfrp. Rapsodre espagnole,
la Valse. ScheVrarade
QS 37147M
Val. 2: Oaphnis S Chloe-Complete
Ballet Paris Opera Chorus.
DS-37148'r
Val. 3: Ma Mare I'Oye, Valses nobles
el senlimentales, Trigane. Perlman.
QS37l49't
Val. 4: le Tombeau de Coupenn, Pavane pour une infante delunte. AJ.
borada del gracioso, Menuel antique, Une barque sur rocean

CROII GRAND CANYON SUITE Iwilh
death Valley Suite) Capitol Symphony
Orchestra; Grole cond.
Q S 36089
HANDEL ROYAl FIREWORKS MUSIC
Iwilh Concerto in B Hal lor Double
Woodwind Choir Sonata lor Solo Vio
Irn A Strings! Menuhm Festival Or
chestra Menuhm cond.
Complete a S 36604* r
HAHOEL WATER MUSIC. Bath Festival
Orchestra. Menuhm cond
Complete Q% 36173''
MAIDN SYMPHONY NO. 100 "Military' (with Symphony No 102). New
Philhaimonra Orchestra; Klemperer
cond
□ S 36364
HOIST THE PLANETS
New Phrlharmonra Orchestra, Boull
cond
QS 36420''
IANACEK: SINFONIETTA Iwilh Luto
slawski Concetto lor Orchestra), Chicago Symphony. Orawa cond
O S-36045
10PI IN "REO BACK BOOK" (includes
Maple leal Rag. The Entertainer. The
Cascades The Easy Winners, 4 morel
New Ingland Conservatory Ragtime
I nsemok Schuller cond
□ S 36060'"
KAIMHIKOV SYMPHONIES COM
PIETE CYCLE
No I Moscow PhilhaimoniC; Kon
drashm cond
GSR 40173
No I, USSR Symphony; Svetlanov
cond
QSM0132
IANCHBERV: FILM SOUNDTRACK
FROM "TALES OF BEATRIX POTTER."
OS37150''
Covent Garden Royal Opera House Or
chestra. Lanchbery cond LI S 36789 RESPICHI: PINES OF ROME. (With
MAHLER SYMPHONY NO. I "TltM." Berlioz Roman Carnival Overture;
lisrt: Les Preludes). Philharmonia OrChicago Symphony; Grulrni cond.
nS 35613
aS36047't chestra; Karajan cond
MAHLER SYMPHONY NO 2 "Reset
rectien " Schwar/kopl. Philharmonta
Chorus & Orchestra; Klemperer cond
0 IPs) n SB 3634
MAHLER SYMPHONY NO. S. New Phil
harmoma Orchestra. Klemperer cond
(2 IPs) G SB 3708
MENDELSSOHHt SYMPHONY NO. 3
"Scotch" Iwilh Overlure "The Heb
rides") Philharmonia Orchestra;
Klemperer cond
D S 35880

RIMSKY KORSAKOV SCHEHERAZAOE
Royal Philharmonic. Beecham cond
[1S35505' •

CHOPIN MUSIC FUR A SUMMER
RIMSKY KORSAKOV SUITES FROM "IE
NI6HT (includes Polonaise in A Hat
COB O'OI" (with "The Tale ol Tsai
Walt/ in D Hat. Prelude in E minor.
Saltan"I Moscow Radio Symphoni Or
7 morel Hollywood BUM! Symphony.
chestra; Ivanov cond GSR40259
Dragon cond
n S36061*'
DEBUSSY ORCHESTRAL MUSIC Com
SAINT SAENS SYMPHONIES - COM
plele Cycle French National Radio Or
PIETE CYCIE. Orchestre National de
chestra Martrnon cond
laORTF. Martrnon cond
Album I: The Children's Corner. Pe
In A (with Symphony in F "Urbs
tite Suite. La plus que lente. Danse MOZART SYMPHONY NO 35 "Hill
Roma").
Q S 37089
ntr" (With Symphony No 36 "Lin;..")
(Taranlelle stynennel. Berceuse he
Symphony No. 1 (with Symphony No
roique
S 37064 Berlin Philharmonic; Karaian cond.
2).
Q S-36995
D S-36770
Album 2: Fantaisre lor Ptano A Or
Symphony No 3 "Organ" Gavoly.
MOJART SYMPHONY NO. 40
chestra. Clarinet Rhapsody. Saio
organist.
QS-37122''
With Symphony No 41 "Jupiter ")
phone Rhapsody. Oanses sacree el
Berlin Philharmonic; Karaian cond
prolane lor Harp and Strings Cicco
□ S 36772' SAINT-SAINS: TONE POEMS (Oanse
lim. Oangain. londen lamet.
(With Piano Concerto 21.1 English macabre, Le leunesse d'Hercule, PhaeS 37065
Chamber Orchestra; Barenboim pi- ton, Le Rouet d'Omphale). Orcheslre
Album 3: Images (or Orchestra Gr
anist/cond.
QS-36814'' da Paris; Dervaui cond. Q S-37009
Sues. Iberia & Rondes de prrnlemps
leu.
. ]S 37066 MUNROW: FILM SOUHDTRACK FROM SCHUBERT: SYMPHOHY NO. 5 (with
HENRY VIII I HIS SIX WIVES." Early Symphony No. 8 "Unfinished") PhilAlbum 4: La Mei. Three Nocturnes
, S 37067 Music Consort ol London; Munrow harmoma Orchestra: Klemperer cond
cond.
GSF0 3689S''
D S-36164'
Album 5: Khamma. Prelude a I'apres
mrdi dun laune. Music lor King MUSSORGSKY: PICTURES AT AH EX- SCHUMANN:
Lear." Marche ecossaise
HIBITION. (With Debussy: Prelude to SYMPHONIES - COMPIETE CYCLE.
J S 37068 Atternoon ol a Faun.) Philharmonia New Philharmonia Orchestra; KlemAlbum 8: la Boite a louioui. Prrn- Orchestra; Maatel cond. D S 36132 perer cond.
lemps
G S 37124
Na. 1 "Spring" (with Manlred OverOFFENBACH: GAiTt PARISIENNE
lure).
D S-3C353
DELIUS APPALACHIA (with Biigg Hollywood Bowl Symphony; Slatkin
Na. 2 (with Genoveva Overture)
Fair) Halle Orchestra. Barbrrolli cond
cend.
G S 36086
DS-36606
Q S 36756 PENDERECKI CONDUCTS PENDERECKI.
Na. 3 "Rhenish" (with Overture to
DELIUS NORTH COUNTRY SKETCHES Polish Radio Symphony.
Goethe's Faust).
O S 36689
Vol. I: Fonogrammi. Cello Concerto
(with A Song ol Summer. Lite's Cancel
Na. 4 (with Mendelssohn: Symphony
with Sieglned Palm. De natura son
Royal Philharmonic. Groves cond
ons No 2. Kanon.
G S-36949
No. 4).
O S-35629
.
p.S 37140
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SCRIABIN SYMPHONIES COMPIETE
CYCLE USSR Symphony. Svellanov
cond
Na I
SR 4DI13
Na 2.
i ] SB 40118
He 3. "The Divine Poem."
[ l SR-40098
SCRIABIN NEMTIM UNIVERSE (Part I
of Scnabin's projected "Mysterium").
lyubrmov (piano), Orlova (organ). Yurlov Chorus ol Ihe R S F S R, Moscow
Philharmonic Orchestra; Kondrashin
cond
a SR 40260
SHOSTAKOVICH SYMPHONIES-COM
PIETE CYCIE.
No. I Iwilh No 21 Moscow Philhar
monic, Kondrashin cond
[ 1 SR 40236
Na. 2 October Revolution" (with
Cello Concerto No I) Khomitser.
lemngiad Philharmonic. Moscow
Radio Symphony; Bla/hkov, Rorh
destvensky conds
I I SR 40099
Na. 3 May Day " R S F S R Russian
Chorus. Moscow Philharmonic Or
chestra. Kondrashin cond (With
Faithfulness. Op 136 Estonian Male
Choius)
I I SR 40235
No. 4. Moscow Philhaimonic. Kon
drashm cond
I 1 SR 40127
Na. 5. USSR Symphony; M Shost
hovichcond
[ 1 SR 40163
No. 6.
With Stravinsky Apollo
Lemngiad Philharmonic. Mravinsky
cond
(J SR 40202
Na. 7. "lemngiad" USSR Sym
phony, Svetlanov cond
12 IPs! U SRB 4107
No. 8. Moscow Philharmonic; Kon
drashm cond.
QSR40237
london Symphony Orchestra; Previn
cond.
(J S-36980
No. 9, (with Eiecutron ol Stepan
Rann). Moscow Philharmonic; Kon*
drashm cond
[ J SR-40000'
Na. 10. USSR Symphony; Svellanov
cond
a SR-40025
Na. II, "1905
Moscow Philharmonic Orchestra; Kondrashin cond.
Q SR-40244
Na. 12. Leningrad Philharmonic;
Mravinsky cond
GSR 40128
Na. 13. "Babi Yar." Erien, Male
Chorus, Moscow Philharmonic; Kondrashin cond
SR-40212
Na. 14. Moscow Chamber Orchestra:
Barshaicond
;jSR 40147"
Na. 15. Moscow Radio Symphony. M
Shostakovich cond
l", SR 40213
SIBELIUS: FOUR LEGENDS FROM THE
"KAIEVALA," OP. 22 Royal Liverpool
Philharmonic Orchestra. Groves cond.
QS 37106
STRAUSS, R: ALSO SPRACH 2ARA
THUSTRA Philhaimoma Orchestra,
Maarel cond
( J S 35994
STRAUSS. R EIH HELOEHIEBEH. Ber
Irn Philharmonic Oichestra. Karaian
cond
LJ S 37060
STRAVINSKY THE FIREBIRD (Com
plele original version! Orchestre de
Parrs, Orawacond
| IS 36910
TCHAIKOVSKY 1812 OVERTURE.
With Lrsrt Hungarian Rhapsody No
2. Weber Invitation to the Dance.
Sibelius Valse Tnste Berlioz Hun
ganan March. Philharmonia Orchestra. Karajan cond
;]S 35614
TCHAIKOVSKY NUTCRACKER BALLET
London Symphony Orchestra, Previn
cond. Complete (2 IPs) G SB 3788'
Suites Nos 1 «?: ; S36990"'
TCHAIKOVSKY: SLEEPING BEAUTY
BAILET. London Symphony Orchestra;
Previn cond
Complete (3 IPs) GSCLX-3812
TCHAIKOVSKY: SWAH LAKE - BALI ET
Moscow Radio Symphony; Rorhdest
vensky cond.
Complete (3 IPs) G SRC 4106
Suite QSR 40137'
TCHAIKOVSKY SYMPHOHIES COMPIETE CYCLE.
Na. 1 "Winter Dreams " Moscow Ra
dio Symphony Orchestia. Rorhdest
vensky cond
G SR-40261
Na. 2 "Little Russian " Moscow Ra
dio Symphony Orchestra: Rorhdest
vensky cond
Q SR-4026?

Ne 3 Polish " Moscow Radio Sym
phony Orchestra. Rorhdestvensky
cond
i ) SR 40263
Na 4 Moscow Radio Symphony Or
chestra. Rorhdestvensky cond
H SR 40264
No 5 Moscow Radio Symphony Orchestra; Rorhdestvensky cond.
Q SR-40265
Ne. 8 "Palhelrque " Moscow Radio
Symphony Orchestra. Rorhdestven
sky cond
G SR 40266
VAUCHAN WILLIAMS: PASTORAL Mil
SIC (includes lark Ascending, Serenade to Music. Norfolk Rhapsody No
I, In Ihe Fen Country, morel London
Symphony. New Philharmonia Oichestra; Boull cond
US 36902 '•
VAUCHAN WILLIAMS SYMPHONIES COMPIETE CYCLE. London Philhar
monic. New Philharmonia Orchestras;
Boult cond
Na. 1 "Sea" Iwilh The Wasps
Anslophanic Suite)
0 IPs) n SB 3739
No. 2 London "
( )S36838
No. 3 "Pastoral (with "In The Fen
Countiy")
G S-36532
Na. 4 (with Norlolk Rhapsody No
I") New Philharmonia Orchestra;
Boult cond
G S 36557
Na. 5 Philharmonia Oichestra. Barbirollicond
QS 35952
with "Serenade to Music." London
Philharmonic, Boult cond.
G S 36698
Na. 6 (with "The lark Ascending")
Bean. New Philharmonia Orchestra;
Boult cond
Q S 36469
No 7 Sinlonia Antertica." london
Philharmonic. Boult cond.
G S 36763
No B (with Concerto lor Two Pianos) Vronsky and Bebin. london
Philharmonic. Boull cond.
D S-36625
No 9 (with Fantasia on Old 104th
Psalm Tune) london Philharmonic;
Boult cond
G S 36/4?
VIVALDI THE FOUR SEASONS. Virtuosi
di Roma; Fasano cond. Q S-35877''
WAGNER ORCHESTRAl MUSIC.
Album 1. Tannhauser
Overture A
Bacchanale. Lohengrin Prelude to
Act 1; Tristan und Isolde - Prelude
and Liebestod Berlin-Philharmonic
Orchestra, Karaian cond
GS-37097't
Album 2. Ore Meistersinger - Prelude to Act I The Flying Dutchman
- Overture. Lohengrin — Prelude
to Act 3; Parsilal - Preludes to
Acts 1 t 3 Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra. Karajan cond.
GS-37098''
COLLECTIONS
ENGLISH MUSIC FOR STRIH6S (in
eludes Oehus Two Aquarelles, Brit
ten Simple Symphony. Hols' St
Paul's Suite, morel Academy of SI
Martin in the Fields. Marnner cond
G S36883
MUSIC OF VIEHHA. lohann Strauss 0'
chestra, Boskovsky cond.
Val. 1: Blue Danube. Radetrky March,
Champagne Polka, more
DS-36826''
Val. 2: Tales Irom the Vienna Woods.
Wine, Women & Song, Light Cavalry
Overture, more
Q S-36887''
PLEASURES OF THE COURT (music
Horn the times ol Henry VIII ( Elizabeth 1). Early Music Consort ol london & Morley Consort. Munrow cond.
Q S-36851
RUSSIAH OPERA OVERTURES (includes
Rimsky Korsakov Sadko, May Night,
Tsar's Bride, Maid of Pskov, and
others by Glinka, Borodin and Mussorgskyl Bolshoi Theater Orchestra;
Svetlanov cond.
GSR-40221
USA - FANFARES A MARCHES (includes '72 Summer Olympic Fanfare,
Stars and Stripes Forever. El Capitan,
Washington Post, Semper Fidelis.
more). Concert Arts Symphonic Band
Slatkin cond.
QS-36936''
'Caiwll* Tape
rcarindgp Tap*
lOuad 6 Track Cal'idQ*
A

TOMMOROWS RECORDS
YESTERDAY'S PRICES
WITH THE FINEST SELECTION OF IMPORTS, ROCK, POP. SOUL.
BLUES. tIAZZ. CLASSICAL. SOUNDTRACKS, COUNTRY. KLUEGRASS,
BUDGET. SINGLES. 8 TRACKS, CASSETTES. NEEDLES. AND MUSIC
BOOKS. FINDERS ALSO HAS »5. »10 and »SO GIFT CERTIFICATES.
OPEN DAILY 9 a..m. to 10 p.m.
OPEN SUNDAY Noon to 7:80 p.m.

128 N. MAIN ST.
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Liberal arts valuable

Career advice offered

Bouncers

Reviving an old University tradition, students of
Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity dribble their way up

Route 25 towards Toledo in preparation lor last
night's basketball game. (Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

Flu patients fill infirmary to capacity
Center.
estimated
that
3/>00 students came lo the
center during the lasi three
weeks,
most
of theni
because of flu.

By Tom Schrock
An outbreak of influenza
over the last three weeks has
swamped the Health Center
with
patients and has
resulted in the temporary
suspension of visitation.
Dr. Henry Voglsberncr.
chief of staff at the Health

He said that the Mi ho!
infirmary was filled to
capacity yesterday and still
is nearly full.

THE HEALTH Center
has temporarily suspended
visitation in an attempt lo
curb the spread of flu.
Visitation creates too much
confusion when there is
such a large number of
in-patients, he said.
Dr. Vogtsberger said thai
the number of patients is far

Recommendation challenged
•from page one
No further information
was submitted to Dr. Vogt
until
he
received
the
minutes of the Tuesday
meeting. In that meeting.
Dr. Boyer was selected for
recommendation
to the
dean as the choice of the
tenured members of the
journalism faculty and the
student
members of the
earlier screening committee,
Dr. Vogt said.
According to the minutes
of the Tuesday meeting. Dr.
Vogt said that when it was
moved that Dr. Boyer be
given
the
committee's
recommendation. Dr. Boyer
left the room and did not
return until the matter was
voted on.
i III N Ml I SAID that
council's
question
concerning the procedures
used
by
the
search
committee was based on Dr.
Buyer's disputed presence at
the Jan. 12 session and close
contact with memheis ol
the screening committee.
Dr. Means asked if other
candidates were given the

opportunity lo meet and
know
the
committee
members. "Is il fair lhat the
other candidates cannot
know them?"
Since olhei candidates
were not interviewed by the
screening
committee,
a
court would probably not
judge ill.n the University,as
an
equal
opportunity
employer, had adhered to
these standards, Chcnault
said. "I just wanl to be sale
legally."
Chenaull's job is to
monitor the luring practices
of departments lo insure
adherence lo legal hiring
siandards
so
lhat
die
University will not
lose
money in lawsuits resulting
from
delinquent
hiring
practices.
Dr.
David
Weinbcrg.
assistant
professor
of
hislory
and a council
member,
questioned
whether
there
is
a
rcsponsibilily lo bring in
other candidates from ihc
oulside when there is an
mcuiiibcnl
or candidate
already working for the
University.

SINCE THE commit ice
followed ihe directives Ml
down in ihe Faculty Charier
and if Ihe principles of
equal opportunity hiring
practices have been violated,
there could be a conflict
between Ihe .li.ni.'i and
equal
opportunity
principles. Dr. Vogt said.
Since Ihe Aflinnaiive
Action Advisory Council
has voted lo recommend In
Ihe
provost
thai
the
journalism director search
be started again from the
beginning, Dr. Means said
ihcy arc also recommending
thai Chcnault work with Dr.
Rolhe to determine interim
procedures
concerning
advertising ihe directorship
position "in keeping with
the principles of Ihe equal
opportunity."
"It was ihe opinion ol
the
Aflinnaiive
Action
Council III.II Dr. Buyer's
presence
at
the
two
meetings on Jan. I 2 was not
consistent
with
equal
opporlunily
hiring
praclices." Dr. Means Mid,
Dr. Weinberg verified the
decision.

above normal bul does not
break any records. "There is
a flu outbreak at this time
nearly every year," he said.
The chronic symptoms of
flu lasi about three days, he
said. They include a high
lever, sore
throat and
body aches.
Staff Nurse Alma Jaslel
said thai students are given
medication to relieve ihe
symptoms and keep them
comfortable. If symptoms
are severe, students are
allowed lo stay al the
Center.
"OUR REAL worry is
ihe danger of secondary
infection which could result
in pneumonia," she said.
Dr. Vogtsberger said thai
there has been an unusually
large amount
of strep

infection this quarter, and
that last quarter there was
more pneumonia than usual
In-patients are charged
$25 a day plus medication
and lab fees, Jastel said.
"Usually
their
student
insurance
or
family
insurance takes care of
Oils," she added.
Dr.
Vogtsberger
expressed fear thai a cul in
the Health Center's budgel
could result in deficient
services Ihe next time such
an outbreak occurs.
Wood (\>unty Hospital
and
the
University of
Toledo
Health
Service
reporlcd
no
unusual
number of flu patients.

Five representatives from
large corporations yesterday
agreed thai a liberal arts
education was valuable for
employment
following
graduation, but stressed the
need for students lo have
some technical or vocational
skill to help ihem into
corporation jobs.
During a College of Arts
and
Sciences
Faculty
Conference
on
Career
Education session entitled
"Marketability of ihe Arls
and Sciences Graduate."
executives from Diamond
Shamrock Corp., die United
Slates
Civil
Service
Commission. Owens-Illinois,
Inc.,
Hercules, Inc. and
Marathon Oil Co. presented
Ihcir
companies'
hiring
praclices in relation to
liberal arts graduates.
The representatives also
offered their own advice on
improving career counseling
for students.
Christine Belz. supervisor
of employe relations at
Diamond Shamrock, said
she majored in hislory at
Northwestern University in
1966.
At th.it lime college
graduates could name their
price. Bul, she said, "It's
been a long road. My boss
says I'm probably ihe only
history
major employed
riglil now."
BECAUSE OF Diamond
Shamrock's
Affirmative
Action policy, women and
minorities must be hired,
bul rarely fill Ihc chemical
engincenng or technically
skilled positions thai the
company needs. Bel^ said.
The major area open to
Ihem and any liberal arts
graduate is technical sales,
she said. The most desirable

qualities for this type of job
are
personality
and
communication skills, she
said.
"We feel we can give
Ihem Ihe technical training
necessary to do the job."
she added.
,
Belz said thai none of the
women
or
minority
personnel
hired
for
technical sales work had
previous technical training.
In
the
future.
this
probably will change, she
said.
BELZ predicted tli.it in
Ihe future "the engineering
market will be flooded.
There will be more irained
engineers than there will be
jobs."
Morris
Berke.
area
manager of Ihe United
Slates
Civil
Service
Commission,
said
"the
outlook is not good for
average ability students in
any field."
Each
year
Ih e
government
hires about
20.000 college graduates
through Ihe PACE lest.
Berke said. These 20,000
are chosen from aboul
220.000 who take the Hal
each year. Anyone scoring
lower
Uian
ihe
95th
percenlilc has a very limited
chance
of
governmenl
employment, he said.
"Colleges
should
be
educational centers with
jobs down the road." Berke
said. College is a means to
an end, but ihere seems to
be more concentration on
the means, he added.
Ernest Marks, manager of
personnel and rccmitmenl
for Owens-Illinois, said he
views a college career as the
formative years when a
person learns how lo think,
reason and live on his own.

"IF A person has spent a
great
deal
of
time
developing an expertise, he
probably won't make die
grade," Marks said.
"When I look at a man, 1
look al the chemistry of the
man -■ will he tit into our
organization. will he get
along with our people?"
Marks said. "We're more
into
what
the college
experience has done for
him."
George Barrel, manager
oi administrative services at
Marathon OU. emphasized
thai il was good for a
siudenl lo "have a specific
edge or specialization to get
his toe in the door" of a
corporation. But, he said.
"The
broader
your
education can be. the more
liberal artsish il can be -- the
better for your overall
career."
"There is a big problem
today
for
persons
in
mid-career
who
begin
wondering what they are
doing here," Barret said.
"They
may have been
Irained in college for their
position
and
recruited
through
their
college
placement
office,
then
sucked into business.
"Nobody's recruiting for
the jobs winch lead lo the
mosi successful careers,"
Barrel said.
Jack llelder, personnel
manager of Hercules, said
bluntly thai his company
does nol have jobs for
liberal arls graduates, and
said he was hoping for a
change.
Helder's
advice
to
educational institutions was
"to
aim
al
producing
persons who are flexible so
thai they are able to move
around."

On the road with Windfall Radio!
Thunday-MacDonaMCafetaria 4-6pm.
Friday: Happ/Hours in th2 Nest 2-5p.m.
Saturday=The Casino Party 8pm>12:30
.See you there! WFfiL 680am
CRUSTY'S
PIZZA
PUB

PIZZA

SALADS
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FRI - SAT 4 PM - 2 AM

352-3551
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SPRING BREAK

* 8 davs, 7 nights!
(March 19-March 26)

DINNER SPECIAL
EVERY MON, TUE5, WED
5 - 8 PM

* Rqundtrio Transportation
by non-stop Greyhound bus
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Holiday Inn
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Other Extras!!!
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Women contestants are getting their ups-and-downs in Thursday's sit-ups contest.
Faculty-staff members help out by holding the contestants feel.

First 'Superstars' ends in success
Last week innocent games like
ping-pong, bowling and a handful of
other sports became the object of
fierce competition and crafty strategy
of more than 50 Superstar contestants.
Squaring
off
in
thtee
divisions-men's.
women's
and
faculty-staff-these contestants were
determined to win their way to the
title of "Superstar" of their division.
That trek was a tough one. The road
to stardom was paved with endless
tubes of Bengay. stitches, sote knees,
tight muscles and even a pulled
muscle.
But it was fun. They all atrest to
that.
Topping all the fun was the
appearance of former Falcon footballer
Phil Vill.ipi.uM. a superstar himself.
Taking part in three days of Superstar
festivities. Villapiano presented awards
to the winners in each event and held a
rap session Friday afternoon.
The biggest winner of the men's
division was Bill Dallas, junior (Ed.),
who represented Alpha Sigma Phi
fraternity.
Dallas
grabbed
the
ping-pong title, followed by the
pool-shooting skill test.
In the physical tests. Dallas met the
task by winning the sit-up competition

with 60 in one minute. He also swept
the basketball free-throw contest to
coast to the overall title.
In the women's flight, j Jog tight
took place between four competitors.
Mary
Kurz,
sophomore
(Ed.),
representing MacDonald West, took
the ping-pong title and led most of the
way until a speedster named Stannic
Strouss came along and dashed her
way to the women's title.
Strouss.
senioi
(Ed.),
an
indepenJeni candidale. won howling
honors, the sit-up title and the
256-yard
dash
enroute to her
Superstars crown. Kur/ came in
second overall, followed In pool shark
Anne McKenna. sophomore (A&S)
and hockey obstacle course wmnei
Linda Patten (University classification
unavailable.)
The
fun
of
Superstars
was
exemplified best in the faculty-staff
division. Most of the moans and grout
of the contestants' aches were
preempted only foi laughs. When the
final event was ovct. the Supcisiars
took its toll hut noneiheless crowned a
faculty-staff winner.
Richard
Velinsky.
a graduate
student
representing
Student
Activities, won a nip-and-tuck battle

with graduate assistant Dan Nagelherg
of
(he
psychology
department.
Velinsky won the ping-pong and
swimming events, but Nagelherg
grabbed the sit-up competition (62)
and 256-yard dash to finish one-hall
point behind Velinsky-51.5-51.
Derek
Dickinson, die Student
Services
Building
representative,
finished third in the Superstars by
winning the hockey race. Pool and
shot-put winner Ken Fink from the
military' science department was
fourth overall after dropping out of
the 256-yard dash with a pulled
muscle.
The spirit of the Supcrstars-thal ol
Inn shone through best Thursda>
night. Best exemplifying the spirit of
the
Superstars
was
faculty-staff
competitor Delores Brim from ihe BG
News.
Sportsmanship awardee Brim didn't
win an event, nor did she score any
points. But as the only woman in a
division of men. Brim never gave up.
constantly working for any points she
could get.

Faculty staff contestant Dan Nagelherg dashes to the title in 256 yard sprint in
Saturday's final event at Anderson Arena

Newsphotosby
Dick Koverman
and
Lance Wynn

Faculty-staff participant Tom Wright needed two
stitches to close a battle wound he sustained in (he
hockey obstacle race.
Faculty-staff contestant Delores Brim concentrates on the five
ball in the comer pocket in the pool-shooting contest.

Sports Information Director and Superstars broadcaster Bob
Moyers keeps fans and contestants in touch with the latest scores
and times.

Stanene Strouss shows a perfect form that helped her place high in the hockey obstacle race. Sliding under the barrier was easier said than done.

Women's division champ Stanene Strouss gets a
congratulatory kiss from all-Pro linebacker Phil Villapiano.
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Center helps handicapped
overcome campus barriers;
seeks student awareness
According to Camellia,
the committee's purpose is
to provide all students with

By Sherry Kirkendall
Mobility-a fact of life for
mast of us. But for about
100 handicapped students
at the University, mobility
is not taken for granted.
Some
buildings
on
campus are inaccessible to
wheelchair victims, while
others offer only limited
access to specific areas. If
you had trouble getting
around
on
snowy,
icy
sidewalks this winter, try
managing it in a wheelchair.
"Our aim is basically to
allow a handicapped student
to go about the normal
college life without any
hindrances,"
said
Mary
Camellia, senior (Ed.) and
Architectural
Barriers
Committee (ABC) member.
COMMITTEE.
THE
formed I; st spring, is an
advisory

board
to
the
Center
for
Students with Disabilities,
located in 443 Student
Services Bldg.
Students with a variety of
handicaps are represented
on board, as are faculty,
administration and student
representatives.

Resource

problem
classrooms

social
activities.
The
committee
also
is
committed
to
the
elimination of all physical
and
.iinimliii.il
barriers

PROBLEMS STILL exist
for
those
confined
to
wheelchairs. There is a lack
of ramp access to several of
the
older
classroom
buildings
and an

and dormitories
inavaiiability of

elevators in several of them.
Narrow rcstr<x>m doors, as
well as drinking fountains,
telephones
and
light
switches placed too high
and out of reach, also are
problems.
The
blind
lace
the

PART OF THE problem
is with the definition of
handicapped,
she
said.
Someone who might qualify
under the legal definition of
the term frequently may fail
to apply for loans and
monies
avaiiable
because
they do not see themselves
as
handicapped,
she
explained.
"What most people think
of as handicapped is really
more obvious and extensive
than
what
actually
qualified," she said.
Camellia said that the
committee's efforts to free

RAMPS
FOR
the
Commuter Center and the
north side of Prout Hall
already have been approved
but construction of the
ramps must await warm
weather.
Special tactile signs for
identifying
offices
and
classrooms
have
been
installed experimentally in
the
Student
Building.
Blind

Services
students

have tested these signs for
proper spacing of words and
letters
and
for
correct
height placement.
In an attempt to identify
the number of handicapped
students on campus and the
diversity of those handicaps,
special forms were included
in spring quarter registration
packets. These forms asked
students to identify any
relevant handicap they had.
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33 Hard
37 Aisles
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43 Paraphernalia
44 One. in Rome
46 Punster, at
times
46 Humans -

18 Golf club

the campus of architectural
barriers would benefit more
than just the 100 students
involved.

39 Philanthropist
40 Momentous
42 Ants

I
6
10
14
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but did not request the
student's name or address.
"We're not
trying to
force ourselves on anyone,"
Camellia said. "We're just
trying to get an idea of the
magnitude and the diversity
of
problems
facing
handicapped
students on
campus."

numbers are painted on the
door or are above the door
and out of reach.
The committee sought to
rectify these problems with
a request to the Ohio Board
of Regents for funding. In
January the University was
awarded a $12,500 grant
earmarked to correct these
problems.

the
opportunity
to
participate in a lull range of
collegiate educational and

facing the disabled student.
Until last year barriers to
the handicapped student on
campus were unrecognized
and unstudied. Since April,
however, ramps have been
constructed at many class
buildings and curbs have
been sloped. Twenty-four
hour
reserved
parking
facilities also arc available to
those
confined
to
a
wheelchair.

of
locating
where
room

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Town"

41 Vogue
42 Purposes
44 Not completed
46 Hodgepodge

DOONESBURY

59
62
65
47 Northwest
state
48 Risk
49 Register
60 American
patriot
53 'The King
64 Crystallized
snow
55 Theater curtain
56 Oriental
sauces

by Garry Trudeau

SCOPE of the
is
to
provide
for anyone who

0H.MH.

has a handicap and wants to
visit the University lor any

MR.PUKE.
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reason." she said.
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AUTHOR!
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The
committee
is
planning an awareness day
for spring quarter, which
will include a wheelchair
race with the Toledo Silver
Streaks. "I think the time is
right now," Scott Bey said.
"Now it's a matter of

~j£j

Special Purchase!
Assorted Calcutta and
Texturized Polyester

PANTS

making people aware. Many
don't realize the things they
take for granted that come
harder
for
kids
with
disabilities.
"The Resource Center is
saying
they'd
like
to
compete," she said. "All
we're trying to do is give
them an equal chance to do
that."

8

conv.ni.nl Irtt parking

r
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BUFF

tonight
5 p.m. to midnight

To your door or
in the store.
MINIMUM
ORDER FOR
FREE
DELIVERY

IS $1.70.

gliai's
1004 S. Main. B.G.

Ph. 352-7571

Active Christians Today: Bible studies; 603 Clough St.. 2 &
6 p.m.
Edward L. Cliney, Div. Man. for DuPont's public affairs
dept. will speak from 4-5 p.m. Faculty Lounge, Union.

"Hurry. Quantities are limited"

Take ahold of our
Thursday sub deal.
Our reg. $1.85 sub
is only $1.00

2 f. needed to sublet apt.
$70/mo. Call 352-5430.

7 p.m.

Campus Crusade for Christ meeting Alumni Rm.. Union,
7-9 p.m.

110 E. NAPOLEON RD. -9G

ubs.

The Way meeting Perry Rm., Union

BGSU Karate Club: Goju-Kai practice session Rm. 201
Hayes. 9:30-11:30 p.m.

R£G.'i7

ii

1 m. spr. own rm. $75/mo.
35Z-2881 after 5 p.m.

■ tving

BG ilnc*
1937

in bv 1000 UP.
out bv 4:00 p.m.

tonight,
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in Spring colors for
juniors sizes 5 to 13.

$099

~#&*~- CL3SSIFIED

| APARTMENTS |
I
I

|
I
I
I

1 BLOCK
FROM CAMPUS

I
NOW LEASING I
FOR
SUMMERS FALL
2 -BEDROOM
FURNISHED

! liVtfU
I C^

I

STONER
352-2913

LOST AND FOUND
LOST; 2/23/76 between the
hrs. of 7:15 & 7:45 a.m. a
clipboard w/ very important
papers was lost in the
vicinity of High St. &
Troupe St. Reward offered.
352-2757.
LOST:
watch.

Ladies gold Bulova
Reward. 372-5875.

LOST:
Blue
BG
windbreaker at Commons
beer blast Sat. nite. Call
2-3026.
RIDES
4 girls need ride to West
coast Fla. 372-5108.

BEFORE 1 P.M.
HELP WANTED

BARCAIN PRICES

Address envelopes at home.
$800 per month, possible.
Any age or location. See ad
under
Services
Offered.
Triple "S".
Hostess
wanted
7:30-2.
Tues.
thru
Fri.
Clock
Restaurant. 412 E. Wooster.

p.m. Tu. & Th. 6:30-9:30
p.m.
Typing done.
2-4087.

Call

Jackie.

WANTED
1 m. rmmt. needed
own bdrm. $65/mo.
Sq. 352-9217.

Address and stuff envelopes
at home. $800 per month,
possible. Offer-details, send
.50 cents (refundable) to:
'Triple
"S".
699X32
Highway 138, Pinon Hills,
CA 92372.
• Need
PHOTOGRAPHS?
Undergrad
and
SENIOR
SPECIALS.
Passports,
applications. WEISSBROD
STUDIO. 123 W. Wooster,
352-2142.
EMPA
Emotional
and
Material Pregnancy Aid. We
care. 352-6236 M & F. 1-3

1 f. rmmate. needed for spr.
72.50/mo.,
1
blk. from
campus. 352-0016.

1 f. rmmt. spr. qtr. 2 bdrm.
352-6428.

Congratulations
Kimps-Who's
who
and
ODK! What more can we
expect? Theta Chi's are
proud!

Alterations & Tailoring. The
Buttonhole. 143 S. Main.
EUNIE'S
BAR.
HAPPY
TIMES. 8-12 p.m. 809 S.
Main.
Falcon leer's. Thanks for
the great home season. See
you in St. Louis. The 11.

1 f. to subl. apt. spr. qtr.
Nice & close to campus.
352-2485.

Alpha
Gamma
Delta
congratulates Stacey and Ed
on
their
AGD-SAE
engagement.

1 m. to subl. spr. Close. Will
bargain. 352-8371.

Alpha Gamma Delta SOUL
TRAIN is coming!

1 or 2 m. rmmts. 1 blk.
from campus. Call 352-2915
before 1 p.m.

VOTE
FOR
GORDON
SAYRE
FOR
IFC
TREASURER.

1 f. needed spr. to subl.
house
close.
Lorraine.
352-0379. Will bargain.

The girls of the crescent
moon couldn't be more
thrilled
about
this
STARDUST Weekend.

2 m. rmmts. for 76-77 yr.
Cherry Hill apt. $65/mo.
352-8162.
1 m. spr. 5th St. 2 rmates.
85/mo. 352-8280.
Middle
aged
couple
is
looking for house to rent in
the
country;
references
provided: call 1-822-3623.
1 sub. for spr. qtr. Close to
campus. 352-6171.
2 or 3 people to subl. sum.
can bargain rent. 352-0186.

2 bdrm.
352-8108.

apt.

March

1,

STUDENT APARTMENTS.
352-1800 or 352-4671.
Lrge 2 bdrm. apts. for 4
students near campus. $80
to 85/mo. per student. 9
mo. leases. Ph. 352-7365.

—————^_^_^^_^^ '

Campus Manor now renting
for sum. & fall. Special
summer rates. Fall rates
from $80/mo. up All util.
pd. except electric. Gas,
heat. & a/c. Ph. 352-9302 4
352-7365 eve.
525 N. Enterprise large 2
bed
duplex
turn,
air,
270/mo.
plus
util.
Call
353-7381.
Mr house 1 bdrm. for 3
students. 9 mo. lease across
from campus. 352-7365.
Campus Manor has spr. qtr.
openings for m & f to fill 4
man
apts.
352-9302
&
352-7365 eve.
House 3 bdrm. furn. for 6
students near campus. 9 mo.
lease. 352-7365.

Rolleicord (3.5 w/acc. $60
Tower enlarger head w/lens.
$25: 423-0217 8-10 p.m.
Yamaha Skis 205 comb,
marker bindings, poles. Like
new. $125. Call 372-4451.

House avail. 4 people across
from Founders. Spr. & sum.
352-5928.

69 Chevy NOVA automatic
and
6
cylinder.
$500.
287-4545 between 7 & 9
p.m.

2 bdrm. furn. 2-4 persons,
laundry facil. Lounge avail.
Ample
parking,
call
288 1462 or 352-1778.

FOR SALE

1 m. needed, immed. own
rm., close to campus. Eric
352-5639 after 5.

English metric conversion
calculator.
Slide
control
linear, square, cubic, weight
liquid, temp. Send $5.00 in
money order. Pay to L.D.L.
Co.
Metric
Calculator
WAWR F.M. P.O. 618 BG.

2 BEDROOM. 4 PERSON.
FURNISHED. A-C. FREE
TV
CABLE.
TENANT
PAYS
ONLY
FOR
ELECTRIC. $74/MO. PER
STUDENT. LOCATED AT
521
E. MERRY NEAR
CAMPUS.
EXCELLENT
CONDITION'
*2
BEDROOM,
4 PERSON
FURNISHED. A-C. FREE
TV
CABLE,
TENANT
PAYS
ONLY
FOR
ELECTRIC. $65/ MO. PER
STUDENT. LOCATED AT
824 6TH ST. EXCELLENT
CONDITION. *FOR MORE
DETAILS
CALL
NEWLOVE
REALTY.
353-7381.

1 f. to sub. apt. spr. close,
call 352-0707.
1 m. to sh. apt. spr. qtr.
200/qtr.
352-6251
or
352-0802 Close to campus.

Stereo, excellent condition,
great price. Bob, 352-0536.

FOR RENT
PERSONALS

now
Var.

1 f. rmate spr. qtr. close to
campus. $70/mo. incl. util.
Barb, 372-4024.
1 f. rmmt. Immed. 1 bdrm.
353-9235.

Harmon
Kardon
receiver
330A.
BSR
fully
auto,
turntable. $100. 352-2872.

F. to sublet spr. qtr. 50/mo.
Joan. 352-8749.

Good luck Royal Green at
Ohio State. Your Advisors.

SERVICES OFFERED
Earn $250.00 per thousand
s t u f f i n g - a ddressing
envelopes
at
home.
Information: Send $1.00
plus
stamped,
addressed
envelope
to
Heskey
Associates. Box 821 QZ
Covington.
Kentucky
41012.

BG Instructor needs house
m country, plus dog. Call
372-2169. Leave message.

mm

PUBLIC AUCTION
USED
OFFICE FURNITURE
75
Filing
Cabinets.
40
desks, 25 chairs. 10 typing
tables & misc. supplies.
SUN., FEB. 29. 1:30 P.M.
Wood County Fairgrounds,
Fine Arts Bldg. Auctioneer:
Gene Adler Ph. 669-5272.
Owner: The Office Piece Ph.
352-1658 - cash day of sale.

—
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University women attend Virginia Slims
I tennis tournament at Detroit's CoboHall
Chris Evert caplured first place and SIS.000by whipping
Rosie Casals, 6-4, 6-2, in the singles final of the Virginia
Slims tennis tournament Sunday at Detroit's Cobo Hall.
Among the crowd of about 18.000 attending the
afternoon's matches were a group of 40 university women
headed by Janet Parks, assistant professor of physical
education and women's intercollegiate tennis coach, and
Sue (lager, women's athletic director.
Arrangements were made nearly two months ago through
the Campus Recreation and Intramural Departments to
attend the event, which was sponsored by the Junior
League of Birmingham (Mich.).
IT WAS an enthusiastic audience that watched Evert, the
number one ranked women's tennis player in the world
struggle past a tired-up Casals in an exciting first set, 6-4.
Casals, who was the star of the now-defunct World Team
Tennis Association Detroit Loves, was clearly the crowd's
favorite.
But the support didn't seem to help as Evert became
more confident in the second sel. perhaps blocking out the
cheers for Casals with that concentration and cool play so
envied by her opponents.
Casals attempted to get back into the match by working
her way to the net, only to find Even's double-fisted
backhands whizzing past her outstretched racquet.
Pulling ahead. 5-2. Evert, like a machine, moved her foe
all over the court and merely waited for Casals to blunder.

Singles runnerup Rosie Casals charges (he net for a forehand
volley.

4 all-Ohio gridders

Falcons sign 21
A quartet of all-Ohio
football performers are
included among the 2\ high
school seniors who have
signed national letters of
intent to play for Bowling
Green next fall.
Falcon coach Don Nelilen
announced the signing* this
week after a vigorous
recruiting campaign.

Although some of the
players (hat BG wanted
signed
letters
at
powerhouses
like
Ohio
State, Notre Dame and
Syracuse, Nehlen and his
staff have come up with
some blue-chip performers.

TOPPING THE list are
Cuclcville running back Bui
Bumgarner. Class AA back
of the year; Jim Duhos,
After extending its dual 215-pound linebacker from
Garfuald Heights who hi.
match unbeaten string to
been selected to play in the
five last weekend, the
North-South game; Bob
Bowling Green rifle team
Harris. 215-pound all-stale
will travel to Ann Arbor.
tight end from Oberlm: and
Mich, this weekend to put
Tom Beahcr. 225-pound
its league lead on the line
center
from
Columbus
against the University of
Whetstone.
Michigan.
Recruited
from
die
The Falcon
shooters
immediate area was North
registered victory number
five with a 1.680-1.585 Baltimore's Sieve Raabe. an
all-purpose runner who
triumph over Michigan Stale
accumulated over 3.000
University last Saturday.
BG's score was just four yards in his varsity career.
Out-of-state
recruits
points shy of the team
include
Steve
HUM,
record set earlier this
240-pound guard
from
Ypsilanli. Mich.: Marly
l°0-pound
CO-CAPTAIN Stephanie Boisture.
quarterback from Ypsilanli.
Masek was the match's lop
shooter, scoring 352 points, Mich, and Bill Stephanos.
the best this season by a 235-pound defensive end
from Berwick. Mass.
Falcon and one point less
than the BG record she
OHIO SIGNEES are Mike
holds.
Sugden
,
I 7 5-pound
Bob Hepp (346). Dan
back
from
Linnenberg (337), Kent defensive
Glover (330) and Steve
Jolly (315) rounded out
BG"s scoring.
This
weekend's
foe.
00
Michigan, has lost only one
TOLL FREE • i.m.-10 p.m
match this year and is
always strong.
I 800 438-3/10

Rifle dub

v

ABORTION
•130.

HAMPTON
HOUSE
DELUXE
2BDRM
FURNISHED
APTS.
PHONE

352-6293

70S 7th STRICT]

Westerville; Dave Bradley.
240-pound
tackle from
Franklin;
Rex
Mohr,
230-pound
tackle from
Dayton Northmont, Scott
Griffith.
215-pound
linebacker from Stow; Doug
Wiener, ISO-pound tailback
from Canton Central; Dan
Gatta. 200-pound defensive
end from Niles and Mike
Callesen,
212-pound
linebacker from Westlake.
The Falcons also signed
Chagiin Falls quarterback
Doug GfOth, brother of BG
wide receiver Jeff Groth;
Maik
Reed. 180-pound
defensive back from Warren
Western Reserve; Rod Bear.
215-pound fullback from
Bucyrus Colonel Crawford,
Mark Munaugh. kicker from
Genoa; and Mike Tobey.
CO-pound middle guard
Ironi Hubbard.

Why
Myadec?
S4.98

Story and Photos
by
Mindy Milligan

Singles champion Chris Evert waits to pick a lob from the air.

MSU gridders Ineligible

EAST LANSING. Mich.
(AP) •- Seven Michigan State
University football players,
including three considered
crucial to the team, have
been
baried
from
competition because of
their alleged Involvement in
National Collegiate Athletic
Sixty-four curlers from Ohio and Canada "will meet at the
Association nilc violations.
Bowling Green Ice Arena this weekend for the fourth ^_ The
playjjs
mm/,
annual Champion Spark Plug Mixed International Bonspiel. •however,
be™ tfcclarcd
eligible to play by the
THE tournament, which begins at 4 p.m. tomorrow and
NCAA before fall games
runs until 5 p.m. Saturday, is hosted by the BG curling
begin, said John Kuzak.
club, which includes members from BG, Toledo. Kindlay
MSU
Athletic
Council
and Perrysburg.
chairman
and
NCAA
Last year's winners Neal Hall. John and Leslie Koslowski
president.
(Perrysburg) and Linda Cotrell (BG) will be defending their
titles.

Curlers ready for tourney

APPLICATIONS
are now being accepted
for editor of The 1977
KEY.
Application
blinks may be obtained
at KEY Office. 310
Student Services Bldg.,
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Deadline
for
applications is 2 p.m.
Thursday, Mar. 4, in
the KEY Office.

KLOTZ FLOWER
FARM
This weeks special:

Havers
barred
from
Competition because of
llieir involvement arc:
--Defensive back Joseph
Hunt. 20, a Toledo. Ohio.
junior.
•Tight end Michael Cobb,
19, a Youiigstown. Ohio,
junior.
--Tailback Ted Bell. I<>, a
Youimjiow^i^sjailHiinorc^,
•Quarterback
lulwanl

Smith. I", a Pittsburgh.Pa .

lophomore,
-Middle guard Melvin
Land, l», a Campbell. Ohio.

lophomore,
-Defensive tackle Larry
Bethea. 19, a Newpoit
News, Va.. sophomore.
-Defensive
end
Jim
Epolii
EpolitO,
20. a McK*M}yii.
Pa..
Pa.,junior.
•**

- FEATURING Char Broiler) StMkf ana
cnops
Full Courle Family
Dinner
12 VARICTIES
PANCAKES 4 WAFFLES
Open Tuei. inru Sat. 7:30-*
Sundays 7 30-7:00

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

Rex Begonias with

various foliage colors

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

Reg.»1.98 NOW ONLY

$|00
(From Fri., Feb. 27
thru Fri., March 5)
KLOTZ FLOWER FARM
- S. College & Napoleon Rd«.
phone 353J3381

Closed Monday
412 East Wooster

High-potency vitamin
formula with minerals
DORSEVS DRUGS. INC
III Railroad Street
Bowling Green. Ohio
43402

Wear it
Proudly!

SUMMER
JOBS
CEDAR
POINT
AMUSEMENT PARK.
Sandusky, Ohio ' »
hold
on-campus
interviews March 8 and
9
for
summer
employment.
Approximately 3.000
positions available, for
wide variety of jobs.
Contact
Student
Employment
Office
for
information
or
ppointment.

IT WAS a different story in the doubles championship,
however, as Evert and her erratic partner. Betty Stove of
the Netherlands, were upset by the inspired duo of Mona
Guerrant and Ann Kiyomera. 6-4, 6-3.
Guerrant and Kiyomera played a heady match,
combining their strategy of playing at their opponents
weaknesses and miscues.
Charging the net on almost every point, the two
constantly caught Evert and Stove off guard and forced
many desperation lobs which they easily put away.
Although Evert had to contend with some remarkable
placement and passing shots. Stove couldn't find the handle
and made fundamental mistakes.
Guenant and Kiyomera, however.played relentlessly,
stretching and diving for anything that was near them and
performing superbly at the net.
Most onlookers agreed that this was the best match of
the afternoon unexpected yet enjoyable to watch.

DoMou LikeThem

Tommoer?
Well, Pisanello's likes them big,
red, and juicy. Only the juicy ones get
into our pizza.
A pizza never had It to good.

It's your college ring.
Come in and see us about it soon.
Thursday, February 26,1976

10:30-3:30
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING

JOSTENS

203 N. Main Bowling Greon — 352 5144

Torrid Toledo rolls by Falcon cagers
By Dick Rees
Sports Editor
TOLEDO - Both squads played theit roles to perfection.
Before the contest began, the University of Toledo was
the best field goal shooting team in the Mid-American
Conference (MAC). Bowling Green was the worst.
It undoubtedly stood the same way after the Rockets
inflicted a 89-66 pasting on the Falcons last night before
4.027 partisan patrons at the Toledo Held House.
BLISTERING the nets at a 63 per cent pace from the
field, coach Bobby Nichols' Rockets remained in
contention for the MAC lillc with a 10-3 record.
While increasing its overall mark lo 15-7, Toledo dropped
BG to 6-7 in the loop and 10-14 overall.
Senior co-captains and veterans Mike Larson and Larry
.Cole look turns each hall to destroy the Falcon with
deadly (hooting; Larson pumped in IK first-half markers
and finished with 24, while Cole canned 14 second-hall
points lo finish wilh 22.
Coach Pal Haley's falcons, who shot jusl 38, per cent
from the floor, were paced by Tommy Harris' fi tallies,
The Rockets look command midway through the first
half and Utilized their deadly shooting lo outlast the
Falcons In the final 20 minutes.
IT ALL Started aftei John Arnold gave BG U» biggest

The BG New

lead, 22-17, with 10:32 left before intermission. Then
Larson returned from a brief stay on the bench to launch
the Rockets.
Scoring nine of Toledo's next 11 points, the 6-6 forward
helped the hosts overcome the Falcons and eventually jump
oul to a 12--point margin before Harris swished a 30-footer
al the bu/.zer to narrow Toledo's lull nine edge to 40-30.
The smooth shooting Rockets made 59 per cent of their
floor shots in the first half, while BG could only find the
range on 35 per cent of its tries.
And while Toledo was surging, BG was slumping. During
the last 10 minutes of the first half, the Falcons could only
muster eight points.
COLE TOOK over the scoring burden as the Rockets
continued to shoot with amazing accuracy (68 per cent). A
Toledo press also helped as the aggressive Rockets turned
many a BG lurnover into easy baskets.
Sophomore guard Jim Fccklcy totaled a career - high 14
points lo aid the locals' scoring, while Ron Hammyc added
12 poinls and eight rebounds.

The Falcon junior varsity dropped a 89-79 decision to
the young Rockets in last night's prelim. Freshman Jerry
Hunter had 23 tallies lo lead BG. now 8-5.

SPORTS
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Grapplers prepare for MAC's
By Terry Goodman
Staff Writer

underway
tomorrow
Miami University.

Lasl year there WM no
reason lo be optimistic al
the
MidAmerican
Conference (MAC) wrestling
championships
Bowling Green didn't win
a MAC dual and in lum
finished in (he cellar among
league teams.
But Ihis year the falcons
won twice in ihe MAC and
losl Iwicc by Iwo poinls 01
less Therefore, the local
mulnien have high hopes ol
placing in the uppei division
of the MAC when ihe
circuit
tournament
gels

al

"WE JUST didn't have
ihe people lasl year." coach
BriKC Uellaid said, "hul this
year is different. We've got a
number of good kids and
certainly half of them have
a chance ai placing in die
Inp lour.
"We've
done
heller
individually Ihis season."
Bellard continued. "Many
of
our
kids
appear
frequently among the top
live places in the MAC
stats."
Certainly among the most
notable who have good
chances
of
scoring

tomorrow are BG's first
seven wrestlers: Jay Liles
(118). Jerry Thomas (I2(>).
Bill
Frailer (134). Joe
Kosch (142). Rick Kopl
(150). Mark Mayor (158)
and Gerry Leeseburg(l67).
He a v y we i ghl
Jeff
I'olhennis, who figured to
do well, will not wrestle due
lo lorn ligament! in his
elbow.
A
BIG
FACTOR
determining how well Ihe
Falcons will tare will ho Ihe
tournament leedlngi, which
will lake place loiught.
"We have a couple of kids
thai
should
be seeded
third," Bellard said, "but I

hope we don'l gel seeded al
all. Then we have a lot
belter chance to draw up
and down the line and avoid
ihe best wrestlers. Last year
ihe luck of the draw really
hurl us-we had to play all
of ihe lop-seeded wrestlers
early."
And how does Ihe league
shape up, according to
Bellard'.'
"Ohio University has lo
be without a doubt the
number one team in the
MAC." he said.
Bellard
ihinks
thai
Northern Illinois, which jusl
last week knocked off
Central Michigan University
(CMU) should finish second,
while Kenl Slate. Ball Stale.
Bowling Green and Toledo
should follow.
However. Ball Stale really
could he a surprise since il
should be much improved
after a close, eariy-season
victory over BG. Just last
week ihe Cardinals shocked

Purdue.

Brodt to coach U.S. runners
For the fifth time in the
modern era of Bowling
Green athletics, an athletic
squad
or
coach
will
lopresenl die University in a
foreign country next week.
Mel
Brodi.
veteran
Falcon cross country and
track coach, leaves today
for New York in a Itip that
will culminate Mai. <> in
Leningrad, Russia.
The 1 5-year BG coaching
mentor, who served a lerm
lasl year as president of Ihe
United
Slates
Track
Coaches Ass'n. was notified
lasl week of his selection as
a coach of an AAU-sponsorod loam ili.n will lace ihe
Russians in ■ dual mcei.
"Il's a great honor lo be
Selected,'1 Brodt said, "as
well as an honor lor the

Hockey tickets
An additional consignmonl of tickets for this
weekend's Bowling Green-Ohio Slate hockey senes in
Columbus will go on sale at 1:00 p.m. today in the
Memorial Hall ticket office.
A total of 50 tickets a game are on sale on a
first-Come, first-served basis
Bowling Green's original consignmenl of 100 a
game were sold out lasl week and Ohio State officials
agreed lo forward additional tickets yesterday.
All seats are reserved and are priced al S2 per
ticket.
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Rick Kopf (front) tries to break loose from undefeated Ohio
University wrestler Gus Malavite in Bowling Green's final dual
""'''' "' ''"' season ''lsl ' r"!-u Malavite is the favorite lo win Ihe
Mid-American Conference's ISO-pound crown this weekend.
(Newsphotoby Lance Wynn).

Baseball talks continue
PHILADELPHIA (AP) Liltle progress was expected
yesterday and none was
fortlKommg as contract
negotiations between majoi
league baseball owners and
players broke off with both
sides heading lor another
mceling tomorrow in New
York.
The major dispute, which
already has resulted in ihe
owners' psotponing
ihe
opening of spring training, is
over which takes precedence
- ihe players' individual
contract or a basic labor
agreement
between
ihe
owners
and
players'
association.
The players say it is the
individual
contract,
the

owners say il is the basic
agreement, which is being
negotiated.
THE CENTRAL point in
Ihe dual contracts dispute is
die renewal clause in both
ihe individual contracts and
ihe basic agreement. Under
the clause, if a player refuses
to sign a contract, his learn
can renew it for one year.
Arbitrator Peter Seitz
ruled last year •• and a
federal judge upheld the
ruling this year - that the
clause means a player can
play for one year without
signing and then become
free to bargain with any

club he wishes. The owners,
who have appealed the
ruling, insist they
can
continuously
renew the
player's contract a year al a
time if he refuses losign.
Both sides say Ihey are
willing lo compromise, but
that has been stymied by
Ihe owners' demand that
any basic agreement - and
any compromise on the
renewal
clause
be
retroaclive last Dec. 31, the
day the previous agreement
expired.
The players' union says
this would wipe oul the gain
achieved by Sen/" ruling
against the owners on Ihe
renewal clause.

Steppe's

Congratulations, we
knew you could do il
Willis!!

Falcon standout Tommy "Hollywood" Harris (32) guards Eastern Michigan's Bill
Weaver (23) in last weekend's action. Harris tallied 23 points last night as BG lost lo
Toledo. 89-66. (Newsphotn by Lance Wynn)

'Wood'

University, for my learns of
the
past.
for
the
Mid-American Confetciu e
(MAC) and for myself."
BRODT will .mend ihe
AAU
National
Indoor
Championships
Saturday,
where the winners and lop
placers will be named lo the
United States learn for the
Russian trip.
"The first and second
place
finishers
go
lo
Russia." Brodl said, "bui il
one of those two people
refuse or can'i go. then the
next finisher replaces him."
The U.S. loam will leave
Sunday for Leningrad from
New
York
and
will
participate in the single dual
contest
the
toi lowing
Saturday.
By making the overseas
journey. Brodl joins a select
group thai also includes (ho
late
Harold
Andeison.

wrestling

coach

Bruce

Bellard and two learns who
have made similar trips.
Anderson, who coached
Be; basketball fa 21 years,
represented
Ihe
Slate
D e p a rlm e nI
and
Department of Defense on a
Irip lo Japan during the
summer of 1956toconducl
clinics for U.S. troops.

Beauty Salon
PHONE 352-9344

LOOK TO IS FOR
YOUR GROOMING
NEEDS... .

>IZZA DRIVERS
deserve

TIPSl

If they
give good
sorvlce

Styled Curs - Tints
Perms - Frosring
Color - Relaxing
Hair Painring
Conditioners
s, led

mm mm
Cu, «3.oo

>

• {'** Your Cbmvge Ac fount • So Appoint mint Secemny

QrovBft«iiiii«iiiin~iiiiiiii-ririTinriri"u

IT'S TIME FOR
A NEW HAIRSTYLE
FROM.

BO Tip your
pizza driver even nickels

and d imes

\

helg^

t

MONTY'S
Beauty Salon
131 W. WOOSTER
332-2611
JBUbsJUUUtM tltlllllttt t.l.».t t.tXJJULtUUULtJL

BELLARD
and
Andeison.
meanwhile.
combined on an Alt Force
journey to Iceland to also
Instruct Hoops in Ihe earls
1960s. Andeison also look
his cage squad lo Hia/il in
1951
for a
series of
exhibitions and clinics,
For Brodl, meanwhile.
the Irip abroad will nol be
his Dial. He weni to Central
America with his 1969 MAC
Hack championship (cam

loi a scries .'I Junes in
1970
197:
Olympian
Dave1
Wollle and ail-American
sleeplechasei Sid Sink wore
members ol thai squad dial
made the Irip. Hi.nil's onlj
conference (rack champion. ■
During ins (enure at
Bowling Green, Brodl has.
coached
iwo
\ \I
c li a in p i o ii s .
: >
Mid-American Conference I
winners and 48 all-Ohio
inhsis.

